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1.10.2.0 Crack With Serial.The present
invention relates to a power switch, especially
for motor vehicles, which has a housing with a

switching element that is held in a switch
housing. The switch housing has an opening in
an end side for the insertion of the switching
element. When a switching contact is closed,

a switching movement is induced in the
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switching element, which switching
movement passes into the opening in the end

side of the switch housing and acts on a
slider. A power switch for controlling the

supply of power to a vehicle braking unit, in
particular, has a housing with a switching

element that is held in a switch housing. The
switching element is pushed by a switching

contact in a direction that extends
transversely with respect to the flow of force.

Furthermore, the power switch has a free-
running axle that is connected to a slider and
in which a displacement path is formed in the
direction of the flow of force. A gas reaction

path is formed in the displacement path. The
flow of force acts on the gas reaction path,
which causes a displacement movement of
the gas reaction path. This displacement

movement passes into the opening in an end
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side of the switch housing. This displacement
movement of the gas reaction path acts on
the slider, which is provided in the switch

housing, via a pressure cushion. This causes a
switching movement of the switching
element, and switching contact that is
provided in the housing. In the case of

conventional power switches, the switching
movement of the switching element is caused

by a locking claw that is provided in the
switching element. The housing is provided
with openings in the areas that are located
opposite the locking claw. The locking claw

enters the openings of the housing when the
switching element is closed. Subsequently,

the claw is latched by the edges of the
openings in the housing, thereby connecting
the switching element to the switch housing.

A power switch of this type is known, for
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